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Humancoin.net (hereinafter Humancoin) is a breakthrough blockchain 
project, which unites philanthropists and recipients of funds on a single platform 
in the most convenient and transparent way possible. Donors (which comprise 
one in three of us globally) can quickly make donations worldwide, monitor their 
expenditure online and also receive discounts from the platform’s partners. 
Charitable projects are able to accept funds with minimal overheads and in the 
shortest time in any convenient currency.

Humancoin is a revolutionary platform that is changing the philanthropy 
industry for good, specifically created to work in synergy with the e-commerce 
and cryptocurrency markets, which together have a combined value of $3.5 
trillion!

The current technology employed in the charity industry is at a relatively 
low level.  It is common for individuals and companies that are ready to donate 
funds to change their mind due to:

 ❥ Doubts over whether the contribution will reach the recipient in full and 
on time, and a lack of trust in charities, due to the absence of any official 
international organizations for evaluating their activities;

 ❥ The complexity of cross-border payments for foreign projects, as well as 
potential issues in dealing with regulatory agencies;

 ❥ Unable to discern any additional benefits when making a donation.

Humancoin solves these problems through the integration of blockchain 
into three thriving sectors: charity, e-commerce and cryptocurrency. 

While the annual volume of donations is estimated to be in the region of 
$750 billion worldwide, the capitalization of the cryptocurrency market is valued 
at $300 to $900 billion, and the volume of the B2C e-commerce sector has 
reached $2.3 trillion. By bringing about the synergy of these three markets, 
the project is set to herald a new era for charity.

A fixed number of Humancoin tokens will be made available at the Token 
Sale. These funds will be used to create the Humancoin P2P blockchain platform 
and the international network to support the project, launching a PR campaign 
and developing a partner network. At the end of the Token Sale the Humancoin 
token will be listed on cryptoexchanges. 

After the Token Sale is completed, the Humancoin platform will accept 
applications and collect funds for charities on an ongoing basis. Donors can 
choose projects directly to benefit from their funds, or alternatively make 
donations through the Humanpool (a collection of projects selected automatically 
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from those with the highest ratings from the community).  The platform provides 
the opportunity to fully track donations online, as well as introduce voting and 
ranking for projects and philanthropists along with other features. There is also 
the option to receive a receipt for each donation to use for tax deduction purposes 
depending on the donor’s tax jurisdiction. 

Afterwords, there will be additional token emissions, 100% tied to the actual 
volume of charitable donations. Proportional to their donations, benefactors 
receive back 50% of the value of their donation in tokens, according to the 
exchange-weighted price of the token (in other words, benefactors “buy” or “mine” 
tokens at the rate of 2x to the price listed on the exchange). This Proof of Charity 
concept allows the project scale by hundreds to thousands of times. Token holders 
can sell their tokens on a cryptoexchange or hold onto them to in order to take 
advantage of the attractive discounts from our growing network of partners. 

This is the first ever blockchain project in the history of the e-commerce 
industry that has the potential to become a global loyalty program aggregator. 
Instead of competing with existing programs, the Humancoin platform actually 
builds partnerships with them. The Humancoin token is convertible into points, 
miles, bonuses, coupons, tokens and is effortlessly integrated into already existing 
systems, without forcing business owners to reconfigure them — all it requires 
is setting a conversion rate. 

As the number of partners grows, which is one of the project’s main 
priorities, we anticipate a significant increase in the popularity of the token. In 
particular, there are plans to develop partnerships with cryptoexchanges allowing 
Humancoin token holders to receive discounts on exchange fees (similar to 
one of the leading cryptocurrencies — Binancecoin, the holders of which get a 
50% discount on transactions commission at the Binance exchange). The same 
principle will apply to airlines, where the token will be used in the same way as Air 
miles.

The future expansion of the project will be financed by the 5%-fee raised 
from the funds collected for charity projects, which is 4 times lower than the 
market average. Humancoin’s association with philanthropy gives its tokens a 
unique advantage in developing loyalty programs with partners, in comparison to 
other conventional loyalty reward tokens.

The blockchain platform fuelled by the Humancoin token will breathe new 
life into the philanthropy industry, providing an engine of growth while at the 
same time becoming a premier global loyalty program for an increasing number 
of partners.
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In 2017, according to MarketInsightsReports, the size of the charity market 
was estimated at an impressive $747 billion and it is clear that an enormous 
volume of “peer-to-peer transactions” are not being measured: many of us spare 
our change to people on the streets or make impulsive donations to charity 
from time to time.

It is surprising that over the centuries the charity industry has changed very 
little in terms of the technology employed, except that the role that monasteries 
played two hundred years ago has now been taken over by philanthropic 
foundations. While the funds now have phones, printers and computers 
in their offices, the problems haunting the industry have remained the same. 
It is difficult for philanthropists to find worthwhile projects, quickly and seamlessly 
transfer money to them, and most importantly, be sure that the aid that they 
provide reaches the addressee and is used purposefully for a just cause without 
any significant transaction costs.

Blockchain technology and the associated P2P Internet platform help solve 
the problems of the industry and provide a powerful impetus for its further 
development. 

 ♥ Donors can monitor transactions to see that their funds are being spent 
exactly as intended;

 ♥ Charities can demonstrate their integrity by providing information on 
how the funds are being used;

 ♥ Quick payments (including cross-border transactions) are simplified and 
the problem of currency and cryptocurrency conversion is solved;

 ♥ Automation of all processes can significantly reduce transaction costs.

The Humancoin platform offers a revolutionary solution for the charity 
industry. The consolidation of blockchain technology, the cryptocurrency market 
and e-commerce loyalty programs into a project will forever change the charity 
industry. Let’s look at each of the three industries.

“...Blockchain can reduce or even remove the need for third party authorities (a long 
chain of banks, NGOs, government agencies, law firms and so on). Blockchain could make it 
easier to develop direct giving platforms at a much larger scale.”

Source: Charity Aid Foundation, ‘Blockchain, DAO and the future decentralization of charity’ 2017
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1.1 Charity market
Every third person on Earth gives 

to charity at least once per year, with 
50% of donors providing aid to strangers 
according to the World Giving Index 
2017, compiled annually by the Charity 
Aid Foundation. For the third consecutive year, charities have raised a record 
volume of funds. In the US alone, the amount of recorded donations reached 
$400 billion. About three-quarters of the country’s residents have helped 
a stranger at least once, and two-thirds have donated money to multiple charity 
foundations. The volume of donations in the US consistently exceeds 2% of the 
nation’s GDP; around 7 new charitable foundations are created every single day, 
with more than 1.5 million currently in operation across the country.

In other countries, too, charitable donations represent a significant 
proportion of the overall economy. In Europe, the British have the largest number 
of philanthropists, and according to various data sources: 70% of the country’s 
residents transfer money to support humanitarian projects. Germany, Japan and 
France are also among the countries where the population actively engages in 
donating money to charity. The Mohammed bin Rashid al Maktoum Foundation, 
one of the largest charitable organizations in the world, is based in the UAE.

According to the Charity Aid Foundation, private individuals are the most 
active donors. Traditionally, their contributions account for up to 80% of all 
donations, with crowdfunding rapidly evolving. Around 15% of all donations are 
through foundations, with large corporations accounting for only 5% of donations.

Charity market

$400 billion
the amount of recorded 
donations reached

People donate money more often and more readily to religious causes (32% 
of the collected money); education (15%); humanitarian aid (12%); charity fund 
projects (11%) and healthcare (8%). An additional 22% of donations account for 
other purposes, including environmental protection, protection of wild animals, 
as well as culture, art and international projects.

32%
religious 
causes

11%
charity fund 

projects

15%
education

8%
healthcare

12%
humanitarian 

aid

22%
other 

purposes
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Problem

Despite the rise of new mechanisms for donating, the charity industry still 
cannot overcome its main obstacle — a lack of trust. Donors, most of whom are 
private individuals, simply lack the means to verify whether their funds have 
reached the addressee in full and in the required timeframe, even if they transfer 
the money with the help of specialized organizations. According to various sources, 
about 20% (or more) of all donated funds end up being kept as administrative 
expenses by charity foundations.

Many are faced with the complexity of cross-border payments (when one 
wants to help a foreign recipient) and later, potential difficulties with regulatory 
bodies. In addition, donors are forced to spend a part of their well-intentioned 
contribution on covering the operational costs of the transaction.

Solution

The distributed ledger technology, which is designed to put an end to the 
middleman, gets rid of the long charity chain composed of banks, NGOs, state 
bodies and law firms. Blockchain provides a digital mechanism for recording 
and viewing any transaction. It is important that the record cannot be hacked or 
modified. Blockchain solves the trust issue by providing transparency, traceability 
and security.

Importantly, the new technology facilitates the development of direct 
financing platforms on a much larger scale. Philanthropists themselves can 
ultimately benefit from automated smart contracts as the recipients of grants will 
only be able to use their funds after meeting mandatory conditions.

All the many advantages that blockchain delivers will spur the growth of the 
charity industry. This new technology is already being studied by major market 
players such as UNICEF, the World Bank and Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 
Over the past few years, a number of respected charitable organizations such as 
the Red Cross, Save the Children and United Way, among others, have already 
begun accepting donations in cryptocurrencies.
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1.2 E-commerce market 
According to Statista, the global 

online commerce market is set to reach 
$4 trillion in 2022, while e-commerce 
retail sales hit $2.3 trillion in 2017. 
The retail landscape is rapidly changing 
and according to a Pew Research Center poll, currently, 8 out of 10 Americans are 
active online buyers. 

$2.3 trillion
e-commerce retail sales 
in 2017

E-commerce market 
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Source: Statista. Global retail e-commerce sales 2014-2021 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales

Source: Statista. Global number of digital buyers 2014-2021 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/251666/number-of-digital-buyers-worldwide 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales/
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Market leaders, such as Alibaba, have already started implementing 
blockchain solutions. Retailers will use cryptocurrencies for payments, in particular 
through integrating tokens into consumer loyalty systems. Expedia, one of the 
world’s largest travel agencies, and Zynga, a major computer game developer, 
began accepting cryptocurrencies as early as 2014.

Problem

High competition in the e-commerce segment puts pressure on players to 
develop new loyalty programs not only to attract new customers but also to retain 
existing ones by offering a variety of discounts and benefits. The most pressing 
challenge for marketing professionals is to create an emotional attachment. New 
loyalty programs are constantly appearing on the market, and while the overall 
idea behind them is sound, among the avalanche of new information that hits 
us daily, it is becoming more and more difficult to engage consumers at an 
emotional level.

A survey conducted by Nielsen group, found that 50% of consumers, 
surveyed worldwide, would be willing to pay more for goods and services from 
socially responsible companies.

Solution

The integration of consumer loyalty programs with the charity industry will 
create a strong emotional resonance. The future of online retail lies in being able 
to completely personalize each offer, and blockchain is one of the main stimuli 
for this further development.

E-commerce market 
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1.3 Cryptocurrency market
The cryptocurrency market 

is undergoing a period of rapid 
development; its capitalization fluctuates 
in the range of $0.3-0.8 trillion with a 
strong upward trend. An increasing 
number of individuals and institutional investors are placing their money in 
these  new financial instruments. In early April 2018, the head of the IMF Christine 
Lagarde said that cryptoassets could change the consumer’s approach to savings, 
investments and settlements. She believes that cryptocurrencies will make 
transactions faster and less expensive, while the core blockchain technology has 
the potential to reinforce the overall security of the financial markets. 

The interest in cryptocurrencies in no longer the preserve of a select few 
fintech specialists. Tokens that can demonstrate clear and coherent benefits for 
their owners will almost certainly see rapid growth. For example, Binancecoin 
broke into the list of the top 20 cryptocurrencies, with a capitalization of over $1.5 
billion, simply by offering its users a 50% discount on Binance exchange fees, one 
of the most prominent cryptoexchanges.

$0.3-0.8 trillion
capitalization the cryptocurrency 
market

Cryptocurrency market
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1.4 Summary: a possible synergy of markets
The global estimate of three fast-

growing markets — charity, e-commerce 
and cryptocurrencies — exceeds $3.5 
trillion. By ensuring the necessary trust 
bet-ween donors and the aid recipients, 
blockchain technology can propel this industry to incredible new heights. 

The rise of a charitable blockchain platform integrated into online commerce 
loyalty programs and cryptocurrencies will change the philanthropy industry 
forever. The symbiosis of e-commerce and cryptocurrencies will facilitate an 
increase in the number of donors. For those involved in online commerce, offering 
a bonus affiliated with charity is an effective way to position their brand on an 
emotional level with their clients, as well as being an important element in any 
PR-campaign. And, finally, the whole process is just very convenient for everyone 
involved.

The advantage of the blockchain solution is that the benefits of working with 
the platform are evident. All the data generated from the receipt and movement 
of the donations will be available to anyone who wishes, for example, to donate 
money towards the development of a new cancer drug, and to an airline that 
encourages such actions by awarding such a donor with promotional miles.

>$3.5 trillion
the global estimate of three 
fast-growing markets

Summary: a possible synergy of markets
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2.1 Competitive analysis
Virtually everyone recognizes the need to make the philanthropic industry 

transparent and completely manageable with the help of blockchain technology. 
However, there are relatively few blockchain projects in the charity sphere: 
cherr.io, aidcoin, clearaid, bcharity among them. But these are niche or local 
start-ups that do not operate beyond the philanthropic industry. There are about 
the same number of blockchain projects developing loyalty programs, but all 
of them face the problems of a making a cold start and beginning with an 
insufficient user base in order to quickly and productively build meaningful 
cooperation with major global e-commerce players. 

In contrast, the Humancoin Foundation integrates the charity industry, 
cryptocurrency market and e-commerce in a single project. An ecosystem of 
this kind provides a new incentive for donors, offering them the chance to take 
advantage of numerous loyalty programs around the world. While e-commerce 
players often accept cryptocurrency, it is not necessary in order to develop the 
Humancoin model.

Why own Humancoins?
 ♥ The Humancoin tokens are easily convertible into any points, miles, 

bonuses, coupons. Token owners are incentivized to hold them to take 
advantage of attractive benefits. And this provides a long-term, stable 
demand for tokens.

 ♥ As the number of partners and the scope of cooperation within the 
Humancoin Network grows,  so does the popularity of the token.

 ♥ The Proof of Charity “mining” concept allows the project to scale 
hundreds and thousands of times.

Unique features of Humancoin
 ♥ This is the first ever blockchain project that has  the potential to become 

a global e-commerce loyalty program aggregator.

 ♥ Association with philanthropy gives its tokens a unique advantage 
in developing loyalty programs with partners creating a strong emotional 
resonance.

 ♥ Instead of competing with existing programs,  the Humancoin token 
is effortlessly integrated into already existing systems — all it requires 
is setting  a conversion rate.

Competitive analysis
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For the first time ever, a blockchain project with the potential to develop 
into a global aggregator of a multitude of loyalty programs has emerged in the 
e-commerce field due to support from the charity industry. This (as well as the 
simplicity of implementation) is the key disruptive benefit of Humancoin. 

Other advantages of Humancoin include:
 ♥ Humancoin is an open P2P platform that allows benefactors to make 

direct pinpoint donations. By design, the project is not tied to any 
specific charitable organization or local community. The charity world 
is international, multifaceted and relies on billions of people from all 
countries and of all nationalities. 

 ♥ Humancoin does not force the artificial use of its token on charitable 
transactions. Obviously, projects need to receive funds in their native 
currency that they are comfortable spending the money in. A project 
based on the platform specifies which fiat or cryptocurrency it wants 
to receive donations in. The donor may transfer the money in the 
desired currency to the recipient using the built-in currency conversion 
instrument on the Humancoin platform.

 ♥ The Humancoin platform can manage the majority of popular crypto 
and fiat currencies. Humancoin places no limitations upon the projects 
and users in terms of currencies. The benefactor makes all the decisions 
independently.

 ♥ Humancoin is not planning to spend the funds on creating adaptations 
of existing technology solutions. The priority remains integration and 
compatibility with already popular and established market solutions. For 
instance, instead of creating our own crypto wallet with cryptoexchange 
functionalities from scratch, we will incorporate an existing solution into 
the platform — such as Jaxx with ShapeShift. There will also be an option 
to use multisignature wallets. 

 ♥ Humancoin’s fee for raising funds for charity will be limited to 5% (which 
will be used for the future support and development of the platform), 
whereas the commission taken by existing charitable foundations can 
be up to 20-30%.

 ♥ The platform will feature the industry’s most functional and user-friendly 
interface, featuring a listing of all the projects broken down by category, 
a ranking system, voting tools and host of other integrated services. 
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 ♥ If desired, the donor can leave funds in the Humanpool, and the system 
will allocate the money automatically to projects with the highest rating 
from the platform’s community. This might apply to corporations, where 
company rules often prevent the support of specific projects and it is 
more convenient to donate money indirectly to pools or foundations.

 ♥ Humancoin will be the first platform to employ professional (financial 
and legal) expertise from independent audit companies (forensic audit), 
especially for the purpose of evaluating large projects. 

 ♥ There will be a set of additional options available on the platform, which 
the users can also pay for with Humancoin tokens (receiving extra 
benefits in that case).
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2.2 Loyalty rewards token
Humancoin tokens are ERC20 tokens, which are also loyalty rewards tokens, 

and part of international loyalty programs. 

Humancoin token for token holders

Humancoin tokens purchased during the Token Sale have the value of 
a loyalty reward token; that is, they can be used to receive discounts from 
Humancoin partners or sold on cryptoexchanges.

Once the Token Sale ends, Humancoin tokens can be purchased on 
exchanges or received (mined) in proportion to any donation at twice the average-
weighted exchange rate.

The platform's technological features allow it to be integrated with popular 
management systems for online stores, such as Shopify, Magento, WordPress, 
Ecwid etc. 

Humancoin is not in direct competition with existing loyalty programs, 
but instead is intended for developing partnerships with them and acting as 
an aggregator across a collection of loyalty programs. The Humancoin token 
converts into points, miles, bonuses, coupons and tokens and is easily integrated 
into existing systems, without forcing businesses to reconfigure them — the 
only requirement is to set the conversion rate. As the number of partners and 
the scope of cooperation within the Humancoin Network grows, so does the 
popularity of the token.

Loyalty rewards token
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Among the project's partners will be large online stores, service 
businesses, representatives of the gaming and entertainment industries, airlines, 
cryptoexchanges, international corporations, regardless of whether they operate 
with cryptocurrencies. For instance:

 ❥ Online stores, representatives of the tertiary sector and the 
entertainment industry will provide discounts in exchange for tokens or 
authorize part payment of a purchase with Humancoin tokens;

 ❥ International airline alliances such as Skyteam, Star Alliance and One 
World can exchange miles for Humancoin tokens, thus supporting the 
charity industry;

 ❥ Tourism industry players — ticket and hotel booking services, such 
as Booking.com — will be able to issue additional discounts to their 
customers in exchange for Humancoin tokens;

 ❥ The gaming industry will be able to incorporate Humancoin tokens into 
popular online games;

 ❥ Contracts with popular cryptoexchanges will allow token holders to 
receive discounts on exchange fees. This feature of the Binancecoin 
token has catapulted it to the world's top 20 cryptocurrencies.

 ❥ International corporations will be able to take part in charitable activities 
and send Humancoin tokens as gifts, thereby enhancing the enterprise's 
social status and loyalty.

Humancoin token for the platform's partners

Platform partners may exchange Humancoin tokens for discounts/
points/miles. In this way, the partner accumulates tokens, which can be sold on 
cryptoexchanges or returned for burning to the Humancoin Foundation. The rating 
of Humancoin partners will be based on the number of tokens transferred. 
The platform partner receives a certain benefactor status and a corresponding 
sticker/badge for posting on their website and social networks pages.

In addition to the charitable nature of the Humancoin token, just as 
important for the partners will be its source. Online shops, airlines and a host 
others want to engage solvent people who are actively making transactions on 
the Internet in their loyalty programs. By definition, philanthropists represent the 
premier category of e-commerce consumers.
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2.3 The Humancoin platform
Humancoin is a P2P platform and ecosystem that brings together donors, 

recipients and e-commerce players. The platform's interface lets participants 
quickly send donations to any country in the popular currency, to monitor 
transactions and view reports on their charitable activities, as well as to use 
international customer loyalty programs. 

The Humancoin platform is designed with the goal of facilitating the process 
of interaction between philanthropists and beneficiaries to the greatest possible 
extent:

 ♥ breakdown of projects by category and subcategory, such as health, 
natural disasters, religion and environment;

 ♥ various mechanisms for ranking projects and creating online polls;

 ♥ data on the legal and financial verification of each project (forensic audit);

 ♥ integrated wallet with currency conversion;

 ♥ translations into various languages;

 ♥ mobile application;

 ♥ built-in messenger;

 ♥ expenditure tracker and online reports;

 ♥ convenient dashboard with individual settings for users.

The Humancoin platform

Partners,
E-commerce

Token Holders
Through token sale

Crypto
exchanges

Token Holders
Through charity

Platform
Recipients
of charity

Hc — Humancoin $ — Fiat  — ETH
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How it works    

Charitable projects, both private 
initiatives and foundations, enter the 
details in the Humancoin platform. 
They complete a standard form at the 
initial stage. In the future, Humancoin 
plans to conduct a forensic audit with 
the help of specialized financial and 
legal teams. Contributions can be 
anonymous or, conversely, if the donor 
so wishes, can be made public.

The donor will be able to select a project on the platform and transfer 
money in their choice of currency. For example, after seeing a news report 
about an earthquake, the user can promptly send money to the victims of this 
earthquake. To do this, he will need to adjust the filters to find a suitable project.
One of the functions of the Humancoin ecosystem is to unite those who are 
engaged in charitable activities, hence the platform will support all the major 
languages.  A messenger is planned to be incorporated into the platform in order 
to develop the Humancoin community and give the participants the opportunity 
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to communicate with each other. This direct communication will further guarantee 
the transparency of the system: donors and recipients will be able to share 
information about the status of various charity projects.

Both the web and mobile interface of the Humancoin platform will be 
equipped with online status tracking of all the projects currently accepting 
donations, as well displaying the user's own transactions. Data from the 
Humancoin platform falls into the Ethereum blockchain. The blockchain 
technology guarantees that any data entered into the system will be stored there 
without any chance for it to be modified in any way.

Smart contract

A smart contract is an algorithm that regulates various aspects of the 
platform's activities. The ethereum blockchain enables the transparent and secure 
execution of smart contracts. 

Humancoin smart contracts ensure:

 ♥ traceability of transactions in real time; 

 ♥ token emission on pre-sale and sale stages;

 ♥ the issuance of additional emissions and allowance of tokens by Proof of 
Charity principle after the end of the Token Sale;

 ♥ the opportunity to verify whether the raised funds are used as intended.

As the platform develops, an individual smart contract will be provided for 
each project. These smart contracts will be based on the specifics of each project.

Registration of benefactors

To get involved with charity projects on the Humancoin platform, a user 
must register and complete verification. After that, he will be able to make 
donations anonymously or with different levels of personal information disclosure. 
The platform dashboard will allow each participant to manage donations, adjust 
information flow and receive reports on projects of interest, interact with other 
donors and/or recipients via the Humancoin messenger.

Platform users can download receipts via the interface to get valid 
documents confirming the transfer of funds to charity in order to file tax 
deductions, depen- ding on the tax jurisdiction of the donor. 
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Recepient registration 

A foundation, organization, project or individual fills out a form on the 
Humancoin Foundation website and encloses a set of documents. Projects that 
pass verification are then hosted on the platform, receiving the opportunity to 
obtain donations from benefactors. Depending on the required amount, project 
verification will be carried out by employees of Humancoin and special forensic 
units of audit companies. The forensics team will carry out legal and economic 
validation of the projects.

As it develops, voting and ranking of charitable projects and donors will 
become available on the platform.

Humanpool

In addition to independently selecting charity projects, platform users will 
be able to send donations to the Humanpool. The system will then distribute the 
funds automatically (according to the donor's preferences) to the projects with 
the highest rating from the platform’s community. 

This solution is useful for corporations that, in spite of making large 
contributions, find it inconvenient to direct funds to individual projects due to 
internal rules. This tool will also be convenient for donors who do not have enough 
time to independently decide which projects to send money to.

Charity Registration

Top Up Wallet

Choose a Project

Choose Human Pool

Monitor Transactions

Rate Project

Humancoin
Foundation

Get Tokens

Get Tax Reciept

$ — Fiat   — ETH

Recipient Registration

Fill In Forms

Moderation

Create Wallet

Forensic
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Token Sale

Token Sale

Distribution of tokens

3 055 mln For sale

1 000 mln Partnership Development Fund

600 mln Team reward

50% blocked by smart contract for 6 months. 
50% blocked for 12 months

600 mln Advisors and ambassadors

500 mln Consultants and exchanges

245 mln Bounty, airdrop and referral program

6 000 mln
The total emission

of Humancoins

50.9%

4.1%

8.3%

10%

10% 16.7%
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Token Sale

Token Sale

 ❥ 3,055,000,000 Humancoin tokens available at the Token Sale

 ❥ The price of one token is $0.01

 ❥ Minimum purchase — 0.1 ETH

Presale Token Sale

July 1–August 15, 2018 September 15–November 1, 2018

Expected to raise $1 mln Softcap — $6 mln 
Hardcap — $26 mln

All tokens available for sale at the Token Sale that go unsold will be burned.

Tokens are allocated to the user's personal account, and will be distributed 
after the Token Sale has concluded and then listed on popular cryptoexchanges.

Token Sale Bonus Structure

Presale

50% Bonus
150 000 000

35% Bonus

Stage 1
Token Sale

945 000 000
Stage 2

20% Bonus

Token Sale

960 000 000
Stage 3

0% Bonus

Token Sale

1 000 000 000

For Sale

3 055 000 000
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Strategic plan, budget and key performance indicators

The funds raised at the Token Sale determine the company's financial 
strategy and will be spent on the development of the project in the 4th quarter 
of 2018–2019. Ongoing maintenance of Humancoin's operations will be financed 
from the 5% fee from fundraising for charity projects. 

Strategic planning and budgeting 2018-2019

$15 000 000$6 000 000 
Soft ap

$26 000 000 
Hard Cap

Product development $4 800 000
Improvement of the tracking feature
and monitoring costs, Humanpool
tools, more languages. Messenger.
Tax receipts

Interface optimization — dashboard
and IT integration with partner
loyalty programs

$9 200 000 $2 500 000
IT blockchain platform, with reports
from recipients, an integrated wallet
with currency conversion, token issue,
with ranking and voting

Charity platform PR
and marketing

$6 500 000
$400 000 000

$10 000 000 
$1 000 000 000
(or 0,14% of global
charity market volume)

$2 100 000
Around $100 000 000 raised for charity
via the platform 

Development
of partnership
agreements

$2 000 000

$1 000 000 000

$4 000 000 

$2 500 000 000

$500 000

provided by Humancoin
is at least $200 000 000

Overheads $1 700 000 $2 800 000 $900 000

IT blockchain platform ❤ ❤ ❤

Integrated wallet ❤ ❤ ❤

Currency conversion ❤ ❤ ❤

Ranking and voting ❤ ❤ ❤

Humanpool tools ❤ ❤

More languages ❤ ❤

Messenger ❤ ❤

Tax receipts ❤ ❤

Optimized dashboard ❤

IT integration with 
e-commerce partners

❤

Improved tracking 
and reporting

❤

 
* According to the fund raising scenarios
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Strategic plan, budget and key performance indicators

Token recipients will be incentivized to hold the tokens for a long time, 
waiting for the best opportunities to use them in partner loyalty programs (for 
example, in exchange for airline tickets during special offers, purchase of in-game 
currencies with seasonal discounts etc.). In a broader sense, the Humancoin token 
will engage a large number of new cryptocurrency users from a wide variety of 
loyalty programs around the world. And this provides a long-term, stable demand 
for tokens.

A 2.5-3x annual increase in figures is expected in 2020-2021 in comparison 
to the previous year.
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Token mining Proof of Charity
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Token mining Proof of Charity

Token mining. Proof of Charity

Even a modest 1% of the charity industry turnover accounts for 25 times 
more than the number of Humancoin tokens issued at the Token Sale. Therefore, 
in order to provide further rewards to benefactors, the company will issue 
additional tokens after the Token Sale, in strict correlation to the actual amount of 
funds raised on the platform. 

The platform's smart contract will grant additional issues of tokens in limited 
tranches (1 billion tokens each), which will depend on the volume of funds raised 
and are based on the need to reward benefactors in proportion to their donations. 
New tokens for other purposes, apart from rewarding donors, will not be issued.

Proportional to their donations, benefactors receive back 50% of the value 
of their donation in tokens, according to the exchange-weighted price of the 
token (in other words, benefactors “buy” or “mine” tokens at the rate of 2x 
to the price listed on the exchange). For example, a patron donates the equivalent 
of $1,000 to charity projects on the Humancoin platform. If the average exchange 
rate of the Humancoin token is, for example, $2, the donor is credited with 1000/
(2×2) = 250 Humancoin tokens. 

Token holders will be able to sell their tokens on cryptoexchanges or keep 
them for discounts in the ever-growing partner network. 

The Proof of Charity concept allows the project to scale hundreds and 
thousands of times and, therefore, places no restrictions on the number of 
participants that can get involved: new projects, donors and e-commerce market 
players will be able to become part of the Humancoin community in the future.
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Roadmap

Roadmap

2017 – Q1 2018

Development 
of the project idea

Establishment 
of the core team 
and the pool 
of early backers

Consultations with 
the charity commu- 
nity and experts 
on loyalty rewards

Final shaping 
of the team

Q2 2018

Start social media 
and PR campaign

Preparations for 
the Token Sale

Q3 2018

Token Sale

Development 
of the platform 
and expansion 
of the team

Preliminary nego-
tiations with the 
program partners

MVP

Conclusion of 
agreements with 
anchor charitable 
foundations

Q4 2018

Completion of the 
Token Sale and listing 
on cryptoexchanges

Launch of the charity 
platform in beta

Conclusion of agree-
ments with e-com-
merce partners

Completion of the 
establishment of the 
legal structure

Q1 – Q2 2019

The platform enters 
operation

Collection of funds 
for charities and 
distribution of tokens 
to benefactors

Further development 
of the platform

Q3 – Q4 2019

Full functionality 
of the platform

Extension of the 
list of e-commerce 
partners

Extension of the list 
of charitable founda-
tions
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Team and advisors

Giles Gailer
CEO
A determined, imaginative and disruptive leader with 
a background in international strategic business 
development and leading management teams.

He’s a digital entrepreneur and an enthusiastic advocate 
of e-commerce and cryptocurrency. In his spare time, 
he runs marathons for charity.

Kate Bublik
CMO
A digital marketing professional with a solid and successful 
experience in implementation and development digital 
strategies and IT solutions worldwide for big enterprises 
and hi-tech startups. Former Head of digital marketing 
at SKYFchain, Product manager at FuturTech and Digital 
Marketing specialist at Experian & Enter Capital. Master of 
International Marketing, Hult International Business School, 
San Francisco, US.

Aravinda Babu
Blockchain and Smart Contracts Expert
Aravinda has Master's degree in computer science with 
17 years of rich industrial experience in cloud, security and 
Blockchain. He has a patent with US Patents and Trademark 
Office (USPTO) on encryption deployment discovery. 
His experience includes application programming spanning 
multiple platforms, network security product development, 
architectural design, solution frameworks and Blockchain. 
Built world-class engineering teams and software products 
deployed across the globe. He has technical leadership 
experience representing Nokia, Motorola, IBM Labs 
to name a few.

Team
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Team and advisors

Advisors
Igor Karavaev
Strategy Advisor
Blockchain enthusiast and business development 
professional.

Ex-executive Director at the Skolkovo Foundation, 
one of the largest global start-ups accelerators. 
Also served as director of development for a variety 
of major international corporations.

Daniel Maximkin
Head of Digital Analytics
Digital Data Analyst 6+ years of experience in conversion 
optimization, web analysis, new business development 
and implementation of marketing strategies. Technological 
Shiva with knowledge in many areas on the verge 
of marketing, digital technologies and  Blockchain.

Kent Yan
Business Development Advisor
CEO Tradove, a social network company, which solves 
the fundamental problems in B2B, and successfully 
raised 50mln+.

Master’s Degree in Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Science of MIT. MBA in Finance of the MIT Sloan School 
of Management. Worked for Deutsch Bank Securities 
in Hong Kong and for Bristol-Myers Squibb. It is through 
this long career path that Kent has accumulated broad 
knowledge and experience in technology, finance and 
international trade.
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Team and advisors

Dr. Jay (Jangwoo) Lee
Marketing Advisor
Executive Vice Chairman of Korea Marketing Association.

Top-notch brand marketing coach with diverse global 
experiences. Most invited speaker on blockchain & ICO, 
marketing and innovation (more than 3,500 speeches). 
Social influencer with 300,000 followers.

Ph. D. in Marketing, Arts and Design.
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